Allelic losses of chromosome 10 in glioma tissues detected by quantitative single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis.
Detection of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in clinical tissue samples is frequently difficult because samples are usually contaminated with noncancerous cells or because tumor cells in single tissues have genetic heterogeneity, and the precision of available techniques is insufficient for reliable analysis in such materials. We hypothesized that single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis can precisely quantify the gene dosage in mixed samples and is suitable for detection of LOH in clinical tissue samples. We assessed the accuracy of a fluorescent SSCP method for the quantification of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) alleles, using DNAs that were composed of cancerous DNA mixed with noncancerous DNA at various ratios. We applied this method to precisely characterize LOH in glioma tissue samples, using 96 SNPs that were evenly distributed throughout chromosome 10. LOH could be detected even in the cancerous DNA heavily contaminated (up to 80%) with noncancerous DNA. Using this method, we obtained LOH profiles of 56 gliomas with resolution at the SNP level (i.e., 1.5-Mbp interval). Anaplastic astrocytomas exhibited both 10p and 10q LOH, whereas diffuse astrocytomas frequently (63% of the cases) exhibited loss of 10p alone. We also found a possible new LOH region (around 10p13) in gliomas. The present method is effective for precise mapping of LOH region in surgically obtained tumor tissues and could be applicable to the genetic diagnosis of cancers other than gliomas.